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By Roger Carter and Allan Lynch
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In our 15th annual industry-benchmarking Market Report survey, Canadian meeting
planners weigh in on the year that's been. By Don Douloff
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reflecting those venues that exceeded their expectations and/or best met their needs.
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What's your innovation quotient?
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Our benchmarking study for Canadian
planners to gauge their remuneration
against industry averages.
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DISCIPLINED DREAMING:
A FIVE-STEP SYSTEM FOR
BUSINESS CREATIVITY

Josh Linkner

Competitive advantage in the marketplace used to be
defended with complex supply chains, high cost of
entry and technological advances. Now, your business
can be supplanted overnight by someone with a broadband connection and an idea. How are you re-tooling
your organization for creativity? In this interactive talk,
Linkner shows you how to jump-start your creativity for
business advantage. Come prepared to learn specific
techniques to protect yourself from the competition,
create new products, and expand market share.
ABOUT JOSH
As the founder and CEO of ePrize, Linkner has led a revolution
by dislodging the old guard and dominating the industry through
disruptive innovation and creativity. ePrize, an award-winning
technology firm, has produced over 5,000 industry-leading interactive promotions across 36 countries, for 74 of the Top 100 brands
including Coca-Cola, Procter & Gamble and Microsoft. A highly
sought-after keynote speaker and author, Linkner’s second book,
Disciplined Dreaming: A Proven System for Breakthrough Creativity,
offers a five-step process that will transform your organization — or
your career — into a non-stop creativity juggernaut.

AUGUST 23, 2011

Snap here to watch a
video of Josh (see page
9 for instructions).

Watch for excerpts
from Josh Linkner’s
new book on
MeetingsCanada.com
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Les Selby

“And we need to phrase our conversation in
a way that speaks to the interests of those
who sponsor or fund events.”

To read the rest of this blog, snap here (see page 9 for
instructions) or visit MeetingsCanada.com and click on
the Blogs button on the homepage.

Visit MeetingsCanada.com to check out our Don Appetit blog, reviewing
restaurants and reporting on upcoming eateries…

Until next issue,
Don Douloff, Managing Editor, M&IT
Don.douloff@mtg.rogers.com
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from the editors

Losing It
To evolve, we need to give up control.

What makes a great meeting planner? Their ability to picture the
whole event before it happens; their keen attention to detail; and the overwhelming desire to control every aspect of an event. Most planners proudly
admit they are ‘control freaks.’
The business-events industry, like every other industry, is constantly
evolving while trying to figure out how technology is changing the game.
Meeting planners are being expected to provide additional services beyond
logistics and operations. You need to be an expert in contracts,
attrition, indemnification, marketing, insurance, health and safety, social
media and proving return-on-investment.
Gone are the days when you were only responsible for executing the
annual two-day sales conference; you are now being asked how you are
going to engage that audience, year-round.
In order to achieve this year-round engagement, planners need to rely on
tools such as social media, blogs and other technologies. Most of these
tools are so new, as a society, we are still learning how to use them.
When applied to your events, once you invite your audience through the
social media door, there is no way to control your event’s message or the
channels they will use. The single biggest reason the social media tool is
successful is because each individual has control and can contribute; this is
virtually opposite to the meeting planner’s world of old.
So let’s summarize…to evolve, as a planner, you need to engage your
audience year round, and in order to engage them, you need to use unproven
technology and give up control, something that goes against the very grain
of what makes you a great planner.
It might just make you lose your marbles.

editors’ note
After 16 years with M&IT, publisher and
editor Steve Dempsey decided it was
time to seek new opportunities and has
left the magazine.
Rest assured, M&IT and
MeetingsCanada.com, led by managing
editor Don Douloff and assistant editor
Christine Otsuka (pictured above), along
with IncentiveWorks, will continue to
help you plan better events.

what’s this tag?
The box you see to the right is a Microsoft Tag,
a breakthrough technology that transforms
everyday things in the real world into live links
to online information. From your mobile phone,
simply snap a Tag image anywhere you see it and
gain instant access to websites, videos, reviews,
schedules, contact information, social networks,
promotions and more!

Getting Started
1. Go to http://gettag.mobi with
your web enabled camera phone
and download the free Tag reader.
2. When you see a tag, open the
Tag reader and snap it (like a photo)
to interact with the online world.
Your phone will do the rest!

Snap this tag to learn more
about using snap tags

MeetingsCanada.com
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> COOL GIFTS

Charitable
Notebooks
Toronto-based Ecojot produces notebooks
that give back to the community.
On sales of its sketchbooks and 5-inch × 7-inch and jumbo journals,
Ecojot donates school workbooks to children in need — in areas such
as Kenya, for example.
A second charitable programme donates $1 from the sale of each
journal (featuring the image of a caribou) to Canopy, a B.C.-based
organization with a mandate to protect old-growth forests, the
caribou’s natural habitat.
Manufacturing all its notebooks at its east-end Toronto plant, Ecojot
needs minimum bulk orders of 150 journals.
For customized orders, from date of artwork approval, the company
requires one to two weeks, plus shipping time of five days to B.C. and
less to other parts of Canada (one to two days to Ontario and Quebec,
for instance). ecojot.com

10

> TRAVEL GEAR

> COOL GIFTS

Bed for Your Head

Customized USB Cards

Say good-bye to Travel Neck Syndrome!
The Complete Support Travel Pillow cossets travellers with
its ultra-soft memory foam, lateral head-stabilizing supports
and rear headrest.
Featuring a toggled drawstring for
total support, the pillow comes with
a washable and removable velour
cover, large-format media pouch
and memory-foam ear plugs.
Packs into a compact,
waterproof carrying pouch.
Available in grey or black.
Canadian orders ship in five
to 10 days.
completesupportpillow.com

Make a splash with your next
event invitations customprinted on a credit-card-sized
USB card emblazoned with
full-colour graphics.
Produced by Markham,
Ont.-based Capital
Promotions, the wallet-sized
cards come in memory sizes of 1GB to 32GB and come in
opaque or transparent styles. Drives are stored on a small
memory stick that fits into a sleeve embedded in the card.
Minimum quantity for bulk orders is 100 pieces. Customprinted cards are produced in two to three weeks and ship to
Canadian cities overnight.
capitalpromos.com

MeetingsCanada.com

Visit meetingscanada.com for daily news updates

> HOT IDEA

> HOT IDEA

Custom-Designed Invitations

Audience Response
LCD Keypad

PurpleTrail allows you to design and customize invitations
in either printed hard-copy or online format.
Choose from dozens of templates or start with a blank
slate and create the invitation yourself. Once you’ve chosen
the design, you can personalize it with
your own photos, corporate logos, text
and other embellishments.
Then, the company will print them
for you or give you the option of
downloading and printing at home or
sending them to your invitees online.
Typically, Canadian orders ship in
six to 10 business days.
purpletrail.com

Meet

Turning Technologies has introduced
ResponseCard NXT, an advanced radio
frequency LCD keypad.
The size of a credit card, the NXT response device is
compatible with the latest version of the company’s synchronous
polling applications, TurningPoint and TurningPoint AnyWhere.
ResponseCard NXT provides cell-phone-style text entry for
short-answer and essay questions. Input capabilities include multiple choice, multiple response, numeric response, fill-in-the-blank,
true/false and essay. An LCD display confirms responses have been
received by the instructor’s computer.
Canadian orders ship in three to five days.
turningtechnologies.com

at Canada’s Newest
and Greenest
Conference Centre

With ﬂexible meeting spaces, ergonomically
designed furniture, automated AV systems
and free Wi-Fi Internet, the state-of-the-art
Allstream Centre is the perfect place to host
your next meeting or convention.
Start planning now. Visit allstreamcentre.com.

105 Princes’ Blvd., Exhibition Place, Toronto, Ontario 416 263 3000 sales@allstreamcentre.com

Visit meetingscanada.com for daily news updates

MeetingsCanada.com
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> PAPARAZZI

PCMA 2011
Convening Leaders, PCMA’s annual
education conference, was held at the
MGM Grand, Las Vegas, Jan. 9-12, 2011.
1. MGM Grand hosted the PCMA education conference’s
opening reception. A good time was had by all!
2.Christine Tse, Metro Toronto Convention Centre, gets a
little help from John Toleck, Toleck Associates, at the PCMA
Convening Leaders opening reception. 3. Robin Paisley,
Rogers (left), and Christine Otsuka, M&IT, at the MGM Grand.

MPI Holiday Gala
On Dec. 2, 2010, close to 500 people gathered
at the Toronto Congress Centre for MPI Toronto’s
annual Holiday Gala. Guests enjoyed fine food and
wine and an auction raised money for the Breakfast with Santa Foundation and the MPI Toronto
Chapter’s educational reserve fund.
1. Left to right: Zahra Jiwa, M&IT; Samantha Shaw, BBW; Christine Otsuka, M&IT;
Andrea Waddell, Rogers Publishing; Marci Vigeant-Christie, M&IT. 2. Les Selby,
Carlson Marketing (left) and Stewart Hall, Rock the Stars.
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Meeting POINTS
> APPOINTMENTS

> COOL GIFTS

M&IT Names New
Western Account Manager

Plantable
Promotional
Items
Enviro-conscious promotional items
don’t come much more eco-friendly
than Botanical PaperWorks’ lineup
of plantable products.
Fashioned from paper made with
100-per-cent post-consumer waste
that’s implanted with wildflower
seeds, the line includes postcards,
business cards, invitations, tags,
bookmarks, greeting cards, coasters,
bottle bibs, journals and calendars.
Other products from the
Winnipeg-based company include
a 150-page journal with a plantable
cover. Custom products are also
available. botanicalpaperworks.com

bring a fresh
perspective
to the table

Sandra Ristak has been named
Western Canada account
manager for M&IT and
MeetingsCanada.com.
Based in Vancouver,
Sandra will work closely
with M&IT sales manager
Marci Vigeant-Christie.
All inquiries regarding
IncentiveWorks and
sponsorships should go to
Sandra Ristak
Vigeant-Christie.
Ristak has worked with
Rogers Publishing and
Digital Media Group for more than two years.
Contact her at (604) 696-9975 or
sandra@rogerswest.com.

New ideas ﬂourish in new surroundings. Book
your next meeting at The Westin Trillium House,
Blue Mountain, where transformation is always on
the agenda. Our meeting offers speak volumes, but
were you aware that our resort speaks volumes too?
Selected by Conde Nast readers as one of the TOP 20
RESORTS IN CANADA FOR 2010, awarded a 4-DIAMOND
RATING from CAA for the last 4 years and an
EXPEDIA INSIDERS’ SELECT™ 2009 & 2010 winner
With 10,000 square feet of versatile meeting space,
your 100 person meeting is the perfect ﬁt for an
exclusive event
Teambuilding programs with indoor & outdoor
components ideal for networking while enjoying
the fresh air
Located two hours northwest of Toronto in the
vibrant Village at Blue Mountain
Contact one of our Sales Managers at 705-443-8080
or visit starwoodpromos.com/nasppoffers to submit
an RFP.
© 2010 Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc. All rights
reserved. Westin is the registered trademark of Starwood
Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc., or its afﬁliates.

Visit meetingscanada.com for daily news updates
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Meeting POINTS
> TIP SHEET

Event Planning Made Easier
Claire Fitzpatrick,, CMP, of CF Conference & Event Management Services, plans
government and association conferences, training sessions and missions.
BUDGET Where possible, obtain multiple quotes for everything;
you may be surprised as to who is offering better discounts. For
breaks, ask for pitchers of water with sliced fruit, instead of bottled
juices. Consolidate efforts (i.e. make signage multipurpose; get all
printing done at once).

GREEN MEETINGS If handouts are not critical for a session,
provide a USB stick with all the documents on it.

DECOR & PRESENTATION Bevelled-edge mirrored tiles –
I bought them at Home Depot and keep them on hand for several
events. Use the hotel’s votives and add some coloured glass stones.

HEALTH & SAFETY Make an announcement during opening
housekeeping remarks for evacuation procedures “in the event of.”
Place individual’s emergency contact info on back of their badge.

NEGOTIATING CONTRACTS Ask for everything you want, but
understand your options if you or the supplier decides to walk away
from the deal. The more options you have, the more bargaining power
you have. But be fair – the supplier is in the business to make money.
Don’t measure everything in terms of money — perhaps the supplier is
giving you a level of service that outweighs a discounted price.

14
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MANAGING CLIENTS’ NEEDS & EXPECTATIONS Be flexible
in order to adjust with clients’ changes.

Want to be featured in Tip Sheet?
Snap here (see page 9 for instructions) to
download our contact info to your smart
phone or e-mail don.douloff@mtg.rogers.com

Visit meetingscanada.com for daily news updates

Choose your own
incentive, with
Holiday Inn® and
Holiday Inn Express®
Meeting Options
for 2011.

Get 25,000 bonus Priority Club® points, or choose
complimentary guest rooms, or food and beverage
break credits, instead. To learn more and to enroll
in Priority Club Meeting Rewards, just visit us at
holidayinn.com/optionsca. Call 1-877-904-MEET
for meetings or groups with 10 or more guest
rooms peak night.
* Offer available at participating Holiday Inn and Holiday Inn Express hotels in
Canada, the U.S., and Latin America for a qualiﬁed meeting. Meeting must be booked
by June 30, 2011 and consumed between January 1, 2011 and December 30, 2011.
Meeting planner must request Meeting Options offer and it must be recorded in the
hotel sales contract at time of booking. Some offers require Priority Club Meeting
Rewards membership. For full terms and conditions visit holidayinn.com/optionsca.
Subject to availability and blackout dates. Priority Club is a registered trademark
of Six Continents Hotels, Inc. ©2010 InterContinental Hotels Group. All rights
reserved. Most hotels are independently owned and/or operated. STAY YOU. is a
registered trademark of Six Continents Hotels, Inc.
TM

STAY YOU.

TM

Fundraiser
500 people thronged Toronto’s Carlu for the inaugural Chef’s
Challenge for a Cure, raising $1.1-million for Mount Sinai Hospital.
Celebrity chef Gordon Ramsay oversaw five teams, each led by
a local star chef and comprised of the top 50 fundraisers, who
prepared three courses for guests and a panel of judges.
written by Don Douloff photos by Chef’s Challenge for a Cure
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event details
F&B: The five culinary teams prepared three courses

— braised Pacific halibut, fennel confit, tarragon and
red-pepper vinaigrette; filet of Ontario Angus beef,
sweet-potato fondant, glazed red onion and wild
mushrooms; honey crème brulee, clementine sorbet
and hazelnut shortbread. Guests also ate butternutsquash soup with chestnuts and sage; and seared and
marinated salmon and beetroot carpaccio, with apple,
honey and soy dressing.
DECOR THEME: The Carlu was transformed into a
cooking arena, featuring five fully equipped kitchens
on the stage, including white plexi-bars decaled with
the event signature, highlighted by the featured chef’s
banner over their corresponding station.
MANAGING THE SPACE: The event team devised a
creative way to have 50 participants prepare Gordon
Ramsay’s menu on the Carlu stage without appliances
such as ovens, ranges and refrigerators. Flame burners
were used on-stage and teams raced to ovens off-stage
to roast and bake.
STRETCHING THE BUDGET: Solutions With Impact

secured sponsors who provided incentive prizing, gifting, food and beverage (water, liquor and wine) and
kitchenware (pots, pans, gadgets). Title sponsor: Mastercard Worldwide. Event sponsors: Dancap Productions,
Ernst & Young, Ocean Jewel by Export Packers Company, Samsung, Solutions with Impact. Media sponsors:
Food Network Canada, Global TV, Slice, Virgin, Boom
97.3, Newstalk 1010, Chatelaine, dine.TO, Toronto Star.

planning primer
Planner: Chad Brincheski, director
of events, Solutions with Impact
Caterer: Daniel et Daniel Flowers:
San Remo Florist Linens: Around
the Table Printing: The Printing
House Rentals: Contemporary
Furniture Rentals Signage: National
Sign & Design Group Inc. Staffing:
The Butler Did It Valet: Northern
Valet. chefschallengeforcure.com

MeetingsCanada.com
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What’s Your Innovation Quotient?
Innovation is the key to success. While many want to know how to be innovative, perhaps
a better question would be, “Am I the right person to do it?” written by KEN WONG

g
See Ken Won
speak at
ks,
IncentiveWorrd,
23
t
us
Aug
2011

N

ot all innovations are created
equal. Some, like the invention of the silicon chip or
social networking, are “quantum leaps” that spawn legions of new
products. Others are “small steps”—
they lead to claims of being “new and
improved” and tend to provide only
temporary market advantage.
When the subject is product or service innovation, we always hear “listen
to your customer,” which is usually
interpreted as meaning some combination of market
research or “listening” to communities on social networks or soliciting customer suggestions.
That’s fine if what you want is a “little step,” but
rarely will it lead to a “quantum leap.”
There was a fellow at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology named Von Hippel who specialized in
the study of innovation. He found that while customers can tell you how to improve an existing
technology, they are not, as a rule, the catalyst for
new technologies, which grow out of research and
development (R&D). In the context of meetings and
incentive travel, that R&D department is likely you.

WHAT’S YOUR INNOVATION QUOTIENT?
Most event planners/managers have left-brain tendencies: they manage the details because that is the
minimum expected by clients. That doesn’t mean
they are incapable of the more creative, right-brain
thought required to develop innovative programmes
and formats. However, since most people are dominant in either their right- or left-brain tendencies, it
does mean that not everyone has the capacity to be
“an innovative R&D equivalent.”
There was a recent study published in the Harvard
Business Review that identified five characteristics
of entrepreneurs who were successful at developing
innovative products and services. Ask yourself
whether you demonstrate these at your strategy sessions or client meetings.
Association: Innovators are able to connect seemingly unrelated problems, product or ideas from
different fields. If this is going to become something
more than random, you need a starting point. To that
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end, break down your value chain into
different classes of activity: for example, “audience accreditation,” “speaker
identification” and “materials distribution.” As you read of others’
experiences, new ideas or new technologies, get into the habit of
questioning, on a value, stage-bystage basis, whether the subject could
have relevance to how you see yourself
creating value for clients.
Questioning: Once you have an association in mind, ask the questions, “Why do it?” and
“Why not do it?” and “What if we did it?” While
most people intuitively compare pros/cons, there is
no way to assess whether the pros outweigh the cons
without knowing the ultimate benefit of success.
(You can find something easy and cheap to do, but
why bother, if it won’t lead to a significant result).
Observing: While customers may not be able to
articulate the innovations they want, observing their
behaviour is a key source of innovative ideas. Again,
look at each stage in the value chain and then ask
the question, “What do people hate about how this
is done?” and “Are we asking customers to do essentially the same task twice?”
Experimenting: This doesn’t mean scientific experiments, although it could. It really means putting
yourself in a position to learn. Starbucks founder
Howard Shultz went to Italy to tour coffee bars there.
Disney has an entire “university” on managing customer experience. Again, start with the value chain
and for each stage ask, “Who is best at this, regardless of industry or geography?”
Networking: This is not your normal networking for
contacts. It does mean stepping outside your network to discuss your ideas and learn from people in
other fields. For example, look to universities to see
how they manage registration of 20,000 people in
one day or coupon agencies to see how they costeffectively distribute masses of materials.
Ken Wong

— Ken Wong is vice-president of Toronto-based
Level 5 Consulting and is a professor in the
faculty at Queen’s University School of Business.
E-mail: kwong@business.queensu.ca.

YOUR BEST MEETING OPTION
now comes with even more options.

25,000 bonus Priority Club® points. Complimentary guest rooms. Or food and beverage
break credits. Your choice. With Crowne Plaza® Meeting Options, you can pick your own
incentive for every qualified meeting* consumed in 2011.

For more details, or to enroll in
Priority Club® Meeting Rewards, just visit us online.

CrownePlaza.com/Optionsca

Contact the Canadian National Sales Office at 1-877-904-MEET for groups/events with 10 or more guest rooms peak night.

Edmonton-Chateau Lacombe
Fredericton-Lord Beaverbrook
Hamilton Hotel & Conference Center

Moncton Downtown
Niagara Falls-Fallsview
Toronto Airport

*Terms and Conditions: Offer available at participating Crowne Plaza Hotels & Resorts properties in Canada, the U.S. and Latin America for a qualiﬁed meeting. Meeting must be booked
by June 30, 2011 and conducted between January 1, 2011 and December 30, 2011. Meeting planner must request Meeting Options offer and it must be recorded in the hotel sales
contract at time of booking. Some offers require Priority Club Meeting Rewards membership. For full terms and conditions visit CrownePlaza.com/Optionsca. Subject to availability
and blackout dates. Priority Club is a registered trademark of Six Continents Hotels, Inc. ©2010 InterContinental Hotels Group. All rights reserved. Most hotels are independently owned
and/or operated.

Smart Tags Inspire Smart Meetings
Mobile tags breathe new life into an old technology and offer planners
attendee engagement opportunities. written by Kevin Durkee

T

To learn more about
stickybits.com,
snap here (see page
9 for instructions) or
visit stickybits.com.
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ag, you’re it! This phrase from
our childhood is taking on new
meaning and represents an
innovative way to be social,
connected and participate in the world.
In the past, bars and codes were only
necessary to scan your milk or canned
soup at the grocery store. Now, armed
with smartphones (with camera applications), clients, consumers and fans
are scanning these and other codes,
leading to increased engagement, content and brand loyalty.
Known as a mobile tag, the simple bars of a UPC
or the mosaic patterned squares (Quick Response,
or QR, codes) are design features that, once scanned
by a smartphone application, provide the user with
instant access to pictures, text, links to online information, or video content.
While social media is based on a community of
like-minded followers and fans, sharing information
about themselves or the things around them, the
mobile tag is their next extension. Mobile tags offer
a digital shortcut to content and because they live on
bottles, boxes and cans — they are always around.
stickybits, (stickybits.com) the most popular barcode application, offers users the ability to scan their
favourite product UPCs and instantly enjoy, add or
review content. Scanning a Pepsi-can UPC through
your mobile-phone app connects you instantly to
everyone else that had scanned the same code previously. User profiles, content and brand-sponsored
info — all right at your fingertips.
The stickybits platform, like Facebook, records
your likes, favourites and comments. This content
isn’t directly connected to you, but is more connected
to the product. A way to share your feedback, comments or love for the item.
Marketers are using mobile tags to engage consumers in all sorts of ways.
As an example, last November, Ben & Jerry’s partnered with stickybits to reward the first 500 users to
scan their new flavours.
Mesob, a New Jersey-based Ethiopian restaurant,
has placed QR codes on their menus that, once
scanned, allow consumers to see how menu items
are prepared and where their ingredients are sourced.
Movie studios are including QR codes on film

posters allowing cinephiles to link
immediately to a trailer promoting an
upcoming movie.
How can the meeting and incentive
channel take advantage of this new
innovation to further engage your
attendees and partners?

Consider Cake Studio, in Winnipeg.
The innovative pastry shop placed a
QR code on all four sides of a recent
wedding-cake design. The cake, proKevin Durkee
duced for a local wedding show, infused
the black and white mosaic pattern into a striking
design. When scanned, the QR code led the show
attendees to a mobile version of the Cake Studio website — a seamless way for wedding-show attendees
to see their cake artistry and engage directly with the
design to get more information. In a few months, I can
see brides and grooms adding QR codes to future cake
designs, which link their guests to online picture
albums and videos from the wedding.
Tell a story on-site. When guests arrive to your
meeting, greet them with a QR code that links to
videos about the venue, its history, perhaps, or an
overview of the day’s events, or even features on the
products or services being discussed.
Pictures are worth a thousand words. Instead of
passing out stacks of paper copies of agendas, presentations and welcome letters, simply ask attendees to
scan your code and allow them to connect instantly
to digital content for the event.
Scan your way. Are you offering a tradeshow or a
multi-room experience for your guests?
If so, install a mobile tag at each key location/
booth and reward those attendees who scan all the
codes. It’s a virtual digital passport that encourages
engagement and loyalty.
People are always engaged when they can unlock a
deeper experience with their world and surroundings.
Mobile tags offer planners and marketers a unique
opportunity to attach true added value simply by
using the smartphone your guests are checking 10
times during the seminar, anyway.
The possibilities are endless.
— Kevin Durkee is the executive vice-president
of client service for the JetStarGroup in Toronto.
E-mail: kevin@thejetstargroup.com

TO ALL THE REASONS FOR
CHOOSING INTERCONTINENTAL
FOR YOUR NEXT MEETING, WE’RE
PLEASED TO ADD THREE MORE.
®

As always, there’s the legendary hospitality of InterContinental Hotels & Resorts. The unique destinations
and custom-tailored Insider Collection experiences. The responsive staff. The impeccable attention to detail.
And now, for every qualified meeting * held in 2011, we’ll also give you a choice of three different incentive
options. We’ll credit you with 25,000 bonus Priority Club ® points. Or instead, you can choose between
complimentary guest rooms or food and beverage break credits. For more information, just visit us online at
intercontinental.com/options.

Contact the Canadian National Sales Ofﬁce at
1-877-904-MEET for groups/events with
10 or more guest rooms peak night

Do you live an InterContinental life?

• Montreal
• Toronto Centre
• Toronto -Yorkville
*Oﬀer good at participating InterContinental Hotels & Resorts locations in Canada, the U.S., and Latin America. Meeting must be booked by June 30, 2011 and consumed between January 1, 2011 and
December 30, 2011. Visit intercontinental.com/options for oﬀer details.
© 2011 InterContinental Hotels Group. All rights reserved. Most hotels are independently owned and/or operated.

every successful
DIN I NG AT U P TO 12 RESTAURANTS

M E ETI NG & BR EAKOUT ROOMS

UNLIMITED LAND & WATERSPORTS

SUMPTUOUS ACCOM MODATIONS

meeting starts here... and ends here.

Whether you’re meeting in the board room or
on the golf course, Sandals makes budgeting easy.
We provide modern conference centers, banquet facilities, and a professional
staff. You’ll have endless ways to play – from unlimited golf to scuba diving◆.

®

The Luxury Included® Meeting
For more information, call

Enjoy the option of Red Lane ® Spa* pampering. Dine all you wish on the

1-800-545-8283
or 416-223-0028
sandals.com

Caribbean’s ﬁnest cuisine with unlimited Beringer ® wines. Choose from an
extraordinary collection of exquisite suites, many with private pools and
butler service. Sandals will not just meet your group’s expectations, we’ll
®

far exceed them. So book The Luxury Included Meeting – only at Sandals.

J A M A I C A

•

A N T I G U A

•

S A I N T

◆

Golf additional at Sandals Emerald Bay. Resort certiﬁcation course
available at an additional cost. *Spa services additional. Unique
Vacations, Inc. is the worldwide representative for Sandals Resorts.

L U C I A

•

B A H A M A S

HALL
FAME
of

Now in its third year, our annual Hall of Fame Awards have gained cachet and
recognition throughout the industry. The candidates are nominated by you, their
peers, and vetted through an application process. For this year, we’ve reinstated the
Lifetime Achievement Award (the Industry Veteran category). Join us at
IncentiveWorks as we recognize and celebrate these industry leaders, August 23, at
10:30 a.m., in the John Basset Theatre, at the Metro Toronto Convention Centre.
written by ROGER CARTER & ALLAN LYNCH
(Pictured, from left to right) Sandy Biback, CMP, CMM; Paul Marchildon, CITE; Susan Prophet; Julie Holmen;
Jessica Ambrose; Jane Wallbridge; Nicola Kastner, CMP, CMM.)

photography by kathleen finlay
s h ot o n lo c at i o n at t h o m p s o n to r o n to
MeetingsCanada.com
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JESSICA

industry rising star
AMBROSE

THE RISING STAR AWARD recognizes a planner or
supplier, with two to ﬁve years experience in the
industry, who has demonstrated leadership and the
desire to become an ambassador for our industry.

HALL of FAME

What is your prediction for the
meetings industry?
No doubt 2010 was a tough year for the meetings industry. However, like most, I am cautiously optimistic about 2011 and I think
that is a good thing. The recession has taught us much about
how we do business, especially in the way of creative marketing, face-to-face meeting value and client relationships.
I think both planners and suppliers will be more focused on
growing their personal and professional network. This includes
going to more networking events, volunteering on industry committees, as well as keeping up with industry education and designations. It will be really important for professionals to keep on the
leading edge of the industry. Social-networking tools such as
LinkedIn, Twitter, blogging and Facebook will play a huge role in
making this available and easy for people to accomplish.
But I don’t think that everything will become virtual. I think
the recession has also taught us the definition of the saying
“meetings mean business” and the importance of proving the
value of face-to-face interaction. We will focus on developing
client relationships using human interaction and not just by way
of technology.
I read an article recently that stated, “Both the recession and
a slow recovery have brought new ways of doing business to the
meetings industry.” And I couldn’t agree more.
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DURING HER FOUR YEARS at Ryerson University, in Toronto,
Jessica Ambrose decided to throw herself into every possible industry related activity. This included taking on the role of co-chair of
World Tourism Day, sponsorship coordinator for the Ryerson Business Forum and a member of the hospitality & tourism graduation
committee. She managed to find the time to get her bachelors
degree, commerce, hospitality and tourism management, too. In
addition, she was a three-year recipient of the Millennium Bursary,
and winner of the George & Viola McArthur Memorial Award.
During the past five years, Jessica has continued to serve on
committees and win awards at a torrid pace. As an active volunteer
of Meeting Professionals International’s (MPI) Toronto chapter,
she has served on the marketing, monthly meetings, special
events, communications, and corporate social responsibility committees, as well as acting as a co-chair of the education committee.
Five years ago, at MPI’s World Education Conference (WEC), in
Dallas, Jessica was recognized with the “Future Leader’s Forum”
Scholarship and received a bursary to attend MPI’s Toronto Education Conference, in Niagara Falls, Ont. She was nominated
twice for the Norm Neill Student of the Year Award and once as
Volunteer of the Year.
To work with those in her industry and in the name of continued education, Jessica has attended monthly meetings for MPI’s
Toronto Chapter and the Toronto Education Conference all of
the last five years, as well as attending MPI’s WEC in Dallas,
Montreal, Salt Lake City and Vancouver.
Along with a colleague, Jessica volunteered on the Safehaven
Annual Gala & Fundraising Committee. Safehaven provides
local residential options and respite programmes for disabled
children and young adults who have complex medical needs.
After almost four years at her current position at Elastic
Communications & Events, Jessica has moved up the ranks and
is managing small and large corporate, association and government accounts. She continues as an active and volunteer member of MPI’s Toronto chapter, on various committees.
Jessica remains an outgoing, motivated individual who brings
enthusiasm and strategic smarts to every project she tackles. She
continues to broaden her contacts working with several associations, with an eye toward continued success in our industry.

Greater
toronto –
a WinninG
Destination

Tourism Toronto congratulates winner of the “rising star” award for Meetings & Incentive Travel’s Hall of Fame, Jessica
ambrose, Project Manager, elastic Communications & events inc. in her “rising star” role she manages conferences,
meetings and events both large and small, from conception to execution. an avid volunteer with MPi toronto Chapter,
she is currently the co-chair of the education committee.
We’re certain that our city will continue to inspire more rising stars!

www.SeeTorontoNow.com/meetings

THE INDUSTRY VETERAN
AWARD recognizes a
planner or supplier who
has, during a long career,
distinguished themselves
by demonstrating
leadership and innovation
in all facets of their own job
and the industry
as a whole.

HALL of FAME

industry veteran

JANE

WA L L B R I D G E

What is your prediction for the
meetings industry?
There is a sense of confidence with our clients, suppliers and
colleagues. Everyone is busy because business is back. This
“back to business” euphoria will grow as the year progresses.
Relationships will play an even greater role in who we do business with. At the same time, technology will continue to drive
how we do business. Budgets, however, remain conservative,
but value-for-spend is expected and required.
Clients are ready to move past the recession mentality and
motivate their employees once again to achieve success and
increase profits. They see the need to get people together to
reconnect face-to-face, stimulate the sales force with new ideas
and ultimately, generate more revenue.
Hotel rates are slowly increasing, which is a sign that occupancy is on the rise. Research shows that space is at a premium
or already booked in preferred destinations around the world.
But deals are still available for the savvy buyer.
Who we do business with is more important than ever. We
want to feel connected to our business partners to ensure that
they share our dedication to provide service, rates and management of programmes that are beyond client expectations.
How we use technology continues to be a major focus in the
industry. There is still increasing demand to incorporate mobile
and integrated technology into meetings and events as an
essential part of every programme, in order to engage the
attendees pre-, during and post-travel.
The meetings industry is showing significant signs that business opportunities are returning, leading to more prosperous
times for all.
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THE PLEASURE Jane Wallbridge still derives from the meetings and events industry started with her first job. In 1975, in
Paris, and immediately after receiving her masters degree in
French literature, she spoke to a fellow American who worked for
a travel agency handling TWA Getaway Vacations and Pam Am
World Tours and knew of an opening. She wanted to stay in
France. They needed a bilingual American to handle Paris tours.
A career was born.
After three years at Independent Travel Agencies in Montreal,
as operations coordinator and trip director, Jane arrived at Carlson Marketing Canada, where she remains today, 30 years later.
It’s been a steady but remarkable climb up the ranks. Today,
Jane is vice-president, client services, meetings and events. She
has developed several internal programmes at Carlson, volunteered in the industry, and continues to influence as an industry
expert and valued mentor. Her assistance has helped many of
her mentored ‘stars’ to great success: one owns an inn; another
was a key planner at the Olympic Games; others are senior
managers at various organizations.
At Carlson, she has developed invaluable proprietary tools to
help the travel team manage programmes and grow its event
business. These include a purchase-order setup that has received
plaudits from suppliers around the world; easy-to-use costing
formats for client review; and a software programme for registration and reporting that allows for total client customization.
Around industry participation and volunteering, Jane’s list of
achievements is lengthy. She served on the board of directors,
for many years, at the Society of Incentive and Travel Executives (Site), on its golf committee, and has been nominated twice
for Volunteer Champion of the Year.
For many years as founder and manager, Jane ran the CMITS/
IncentiveWorks Annual Golf Tournament and has served on the
advisory boards of Four Seasons Hotels, CP, Carnival Cruises,
M&IT, IACC, Fairmont Hotels and Montreal Tourism.
Jane’s continued efforts to assist and shape the industry
include participation in panels and roundtables at CMITS/
IncentiveWorks, plus interviews for countless industry publications. Obviously, the career she originally lucked into in 1975
was a perfect fit.

industry mentor
HALL of FAME

JULIE
HOLMEN

THE INDUSTRY MENTOR
AWARD recognizes an
individual planner or
supplier who, through their
expertise, professional
inﬂuence or academic
position, has provided
others with the
opportunity, inspiration or
ability to pursue excellence.

What is your prediction
for the meetings
industry?
Although I would not say things are returning to the business levels we saw in 2006
and 2007, things are improving. Planners will continue to keep large meetings close to
home and will struggle with delayed approval times, resulting in a continuing trend of
last-minute bookings for all suppliers. The positive side is that overall event budgets
will increase, which will give the community more spillover opportunities to restaurants, venues, DMCs and other outside vendors. Hybrid meetings will become more
common with industry associations, as they try to capture revenues not only from inperson attendance but online viewership. Pay-as-you-go attendance will also be introduced, so that people have a choice to buy into only those education sessions they
want to attend in addition to the networking events. International organizations trying
to engage new audiences and think more globally will commit their meetings to Canadian cities such as Toronto. More corporate social responsibility components will be
factored into all events, to ensure we give back to the community and reduce our
environmental impact.
Businesses who kept their sales force intact through the crazy ride of 2008, 2009
and 2010 will reap the benefits, as meeting planners want to work with trusted sources
and those who they know will service their meeting before, during and after the event
transpires. More people in the community will volunteer their time with industry associations, recognizing that it may open doors with others for potential working relationships, in addition to expanding their network.

MENTORS ARE SPECIAL PEOPLE.
They’re like a surrogate parent, offering
career and life advice out of a passionate
concern for another.
And the best people have had mentors
and/or been a mentor. Alexander the
Great had Aristotle. Mozart had Bach.
Luke Skywalker had Obi-wan Kenobi.
And for a fortunate score of young Canadians interested in hospitality and tourism, there is Julie Holmen.
During her 14-year career with Delta
Hotels and Tourism Toronto, Julie has
placed a special focus on helping and
mentoring new faces for the industry for
Financial and Insurance Conference Planners (FICP), Meeting Professionals International (MPI), Society of Incentive
Travel Executives (Site), as well as students at Ryerson University, George
Brown College and Humber Institute of
Technology and Advanced Learning.
She is so committed and such a passionate mentor that a one-time talk to
Humber students became a regular part
of each semester and a seat on the hospitality and restaurant management programme’s advisory committee.
Julie isn’t someone who lives by set
hours. When she speaks to students, she
works well past the bell, answering their
questions (even weeks after her talks),
coaching them on their career paths, providing industry contacts and introductions and helping with assignments. And
she remembers them. She’s truly a career
matchmaker. Which is exactly what happened with her now-colleague, Cristina
Massullo. Massullo was a Humber student who impressed Julie enough that
when a sales coordinator position was
created at Tourism Toronto, she recommended and successfully guided her
through the process.
For Julie, mentoring is karma. She says,
“Mentoring means the world to me. I
have had such great support from my
mentors over the years. They helped me
become the person I am today. Their
words of encouragement, constant feedback and not always offering the answers
helped me both professionally and personally throughout my life. So much can
be gained from having someone who
takes an interest in your world and helps
you to gain more confidence as your
career progresses. I encourage people to
pick mentors who inspire them.”
This year, Julie is our inspiration.
MeetingsCanada.com
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WE’VE ALL HEARD THE CLICHÉ, “if
you want to get something done, give it to
a busy person.” Susan Prophet is that
busy person.
Susan, who spends her paid hours
working as director of meetings, conferences and incentive travel for Tourisme
Québec/Destination Québec, promoting
group business to la belle province, has a
two-page-long resume. Her list of volunteer activities, however, is four, singlespaced pages.
In addition to her obligations to Quebec, Susan relaxes and recharges by giving herself to her industry and causes
about which she feels passionate. Always
smiling, always well-turned-out, Susan
isn’t someone who merely opens her wallet. She rolls up her sleeves to be on the
frontlines, fundraising, organizing events,
building relationships, raising awareness
and then putting brush to canvas to create works of art to sell in aid of the cause.
And then she manages to turn the whole
thing into a life lesson.
For example, to illustrate to her then13-year-old son, Max Bernier (now 24),
how fortunate he was to live in a country
where there was clean water to drink,
access to opportunity and education,
mom and son adopted an Ethiopian foster child. Nine years later, when their
ward had graduated from school, they
doubled their commitment and took on
two foster children.
At home, she used her contacts to
bring the Breakfast with Santa Foundation into the Meeting Professionals International (MPI) fold and Childhood
Cancer Foundation to Site Canada. During her presidency of Site Canada,
Prophet and her team grew membership
by 29 per cent and earned the chapter
recognition as Site Chapter of the Year
for 2009.
Susan has said, “It is an often-stated
truism, you receive much more than you
give, when you’ve made the decision to
give of your personal time to your association and others. The rewards flow back
to you. So many of my life and work skills
have been developed through the various
roles and responsibilities I have been
given over the years.”
“I will continue to volunteer throughout my life, in hopes of making a difference.” She has, and she does, to the
great benefit of the industry and her
community.

industry volunteer
HALL of FAME

SUSAN

PROPHET

THE INDUSTRY VOLUNTEER AWARD
recognizes an individual planner or
supplier who gives freely of their time and
expertise in the promotion of industry
associations, groups, professional industry
chapters or charity work.

What is your prediction for the meetings industry?
Our industry is like an organism, ever evolving, ever changing. I say embrace these
changes. Be at the heart of change, and you will have a better understanding of how
to achieve success. That is where your association involvement comes in.
For 2011, I believe there will be a continuation of 2010. We are evolving on our “new
normal”; short lead times, a focus on return-on-investment, our quest to show the value
of meetings. With greater attention paid to working in collaboration and cooperation,
I believe this will result in better times. We have come through many storms since 2001
and there are more on the horizon. It is the nature of our industry. But when we live in
the present, and value the time we have with people and see how an event, marketplace or meeting can impact people and bring results to both parties, it is a win-win.
I believe there will be more emphasis on hosted-buyer programmes with scheduled
appointments, where business can be done where everyone’s time is used effectively.
I feel we are in an industry that embraces change. I admire the evolution with a childlike awe, and respect the ways that we adjust and adapt. We bend, but never break.
As is the case with any other time, 2011 will be what we make of our individual
situations. Get involved, stay current, listen, lend a hand and always be gracious.

To find out how each 2011 Hall of Fame winner got their start in
the meetings industry, snap here (see page 9 for instructions)
or visit MeetingsCanada.com and search “Did you know?”
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SANDY
B I B A C K,

CMP, CMM

THE INDUSTRY BUILDER AWARD recognizes an
individual planner or supplier who has developed
best practices, created professional guidelines and/or
who has built a product or service that has improved
the way the industry does business.

SANDY BIBACK, CMP, CMM, has spent a great deal of her long
career laying a foundation upon which others can work. Still,
Sandy has no immediate plans to stop teaching and facilitating
programmes to help students graduate, then thrive in our industry.
Perhaps the best example of this foundation building is Meetings & Conventions: A Planning Guide, a text she first helped publish in 1997, that is still used internationally today. She also
served as project manager when the text was updated and made
into a CD-ROM, in 2003.
Sandy has said that her greatest thrill is to watch careers
flourish, especially those of the students she’s had a chance to
help along the way.
Her list of teaching credits is impressive. She has designed
programmes and taught (or continues to teach) at George Brown
College’s School of Hospitality and in continuing-education
courses at the college; Centennial College; Conestoga College;
and the University of Nevada at Las Vegas: Online.
Another way Sandy helps fortify the education of others is by
sharing knowledge at industry events. She has presented at conferences for Canadian Society of Association Executives, Affordable Meetings, the Professional Convention Management
Association (PCMA), Meeting Professionals International (MPI),
the Canadian Society of Professional Event Planners (CanSPEP)
and at the University of Nevada at Las Vegas’ annual summit.
She is also quoted often in industry publications.
She has won numerous awards: the Continuing Education
Award of Excellence, from George Brown College; MPI’s Toronto
Chapter Planner of the Year Award; PCMA’s Convene Reader of
the Year Award; and the CanSPEP Award of Excellence in Mentorship Guiding the Future of the Event (Inaugural Award).
She continues to help young people gain a foothold in the
industry. In fact, Sandy has been collecting the e-mail addresses
of the people she interacts with (and has an estimated 2,500 of
them). When there’s a request for volunteers at events, she forwards it to her student database. Sometimes they manage to get
paying jobs this way as well.
If her role is to blaze a trail that others can follow — mission
accomplished. It is clear that students will be benefiting from
Sandy’s efforts for years to come.

industry builder
What is your prediction for the
meetings industry?

Ever the optimist, I think we will move forward. As always, in
the corporate world, lead times will remain short. Associations
will be looking seriously at how their exhibit element is managed and how it must change to keep up with the times. More
venues are coming on board (particularly Ottawa Convention
Centre and Scotia Convention Centre, Niagara Falls), so there
will be much more competition in this area. Older convention
centres will have to offer something new and planners will benefit from this in terms of budget and creativity.
More and more students will flood the hospitality and meetings
industry with more knowledge, and hopefully there will be jobs for
them. Conferences and meetings will continue to be hassled by
weather issues, flight cancellations and security at airports. How
educational sessions are presented will continue to change for the
better, to encompass all learning styles and generations.
Some independents, like myself, will not make it, unfortunately, and will return to the corporate or association world as
things pick up there, or will get out of the business entirely.
Technology, of course, will play more and more a part of how
we deliver conferences. More and more paper will be done away
with, especially with the advent of applications like Mini Mobi,
an AV Canada product. More and more people will interact using
technology before the conference even begins. Sponsorship will
continue to be difficult to get, unless the sponsor sees true value
in what’s offered.
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industry planner
HALL of FAME

NICOLA
K A S T N E R,

CMP, CMM

THE INDUSTRY PLANNER AWARD recognizes Canada’s
top meeting or incentive-travel planner, someone who
represents everything professionals should be. The list of
criteria includes at least ﬁve years of industry experience;
client satisfaction; business acumen; and mentorship.

What is your prediction for
the meetings industry?

Meetings-and-events spend will remain highly scrutinized. Procurement will continue to
play a major influence and there will be a greater focus on the alignment of meetings
management and transient travel. More and more companies will begin to focus on meetings management across the global organization. Organizations of all sizes will begin to
place a greater emphasis on strategic meetings management programme (SMMP) practices, to establish clear processes and standards. Although instead of implementing a
“one size fits all” approach across the entire enterprise, they will pick the modules that
make the most sense for the structure and the culture of the organization. This will help
significantly with adoption. Companies will place focus on evaluating more than just content and satisfaction; they want to understand the strategic link to the organizations’
business objectives and bottom line and the value they bring.
We’ll see an increased use of mobile and social media technologies to add value to
the meeting experience. It’s no longer just about one-way content delivery. Today’s meetings are about connecting, contributing and interacting. We will continue to see growth,
but it is unlikely to meet the levels reached pre-recession for a few more years. We’ll see
a continued focus on smaller meetings, with fewer attendees, that are located closer to
home. Technology will play an important role in sourcing these smaller meetings.

NICOLA KASTNER, CMP, CMM, is a
tech-and-business savvy professional
who has worked the front- and back-ofhouse to understand fully how suppliers
and planners mesh to craft successful
programmes for the client. She doesn’t
lament what was, but looks to what
needs to be.
Nicola’s career has taken a trajectory
that began as a sales secretary at the
Hotel Plaza II to director of meetings and
events for Carlson Wagonlit, with stops
at Nortel and Maritz along the way.
In a challenge worthy of the loavesand-fishes story, Nicola and her team
wrestled to accommodate and feed 7,000
attendees who came to a conference
planned for 2,000. Among the issues
was finding space to feed an extra 5,000
people and transport them in a timely
manner to the conference venue. “It was
one of those moments I’ll always
remember. It worked flawlessly and as
planned, but had the potential to blow up
in our faces, much like many situations
meeting planners face every day.”
Having helped her A-list tech clients
past the panicked days of the dot-com
meltdown, Nicola developed a good ear
for listening to clients, becoming an apostle for ROI (return-on-investment).
“During my tenure at Maritz, I introduced a comprehensive measurement
methodology. The objective was to move
our post-programme surveys beyond the
traditional meetings industry ‘smile
sheets’ to something which would be
more valuable to our clients” in gauging
overall programme success.
Her focus on ROI comes from a core
belief that “We need to focus on the business of meetings, not the meetings business. It is our responsibility to help others
understand the significance of meetings
as part of an overall business strategy,
and then we have to prove their value,
using the same standards as other business investments.”
Nicola’s foresight has won her awards,
like the 2004 Site Crystal Award, and
respect of her peers.
A colleague said, “She is the leader and
manager you want at work. One who
intrinsically ‘gets’ the people that work
with her, and has the exact balance of
compassion, fun, tenacity and consummate professionalism.”
MeetingsCanada.com
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PAUL
M A R C H I L D O N,
CITE

HALL of FAME
THE INDUSTRY
INNOVATOR AWARD
recognizes an individual
planner or supplier who has
implemented a service or
product that has increased
productivity and/or
modernized our industry.

DURING A CAREER best described as
influential, Paul Marchildon, CITE, has
not only worked in the meetings and
events industry, he helped to define it. He
is known as a passionate, dedicated and
knowledgeable leader who has continually
innovated — and made a lasting mark.
A past president of Society of Incentive
Travel Executives’ (Site) Canadian chapter, he also founded Atlantis Creative
Group (now part of Maritz Canada), where
he provided his own brand of strategic creative solutions to Canadian companies.
Paul has been credited for several notable innovations. One is recognizing the
importance of clearly defining an event’s
business objectives up-front, to achieve
significant and measurable results. He
believes such business objectives must
influence all elements within the planning process and in marketing communications and content development.
Pharmaceutical and healthcare clients
were some of the first to benefit from his
innovative approaches, which were
described by many as ahead of their time.
He has also built long-lasting client
relationships and demonstrated results
around participant motivation, retention
and engagement. In one example, Paul
helped cell-phone carrier Cantel design
incentive programmes for their call-centre staff based on the costs of sales,
rather than budget allocation. Similarly,
he helped Warner Lambert by recommending that a sales team should hit
profit targets as a team before they could
go to their national sales meeting,
injecting the elements of an incentivetravel programme into their ongoing
sales structure.
Paul is among elite company as one of
a select group of Canadians who have
been honoured with the Certified Incentive Travel Executive (CITE) designation
for his 1997 thesis, “Canadian Banks:
Emerging Users of Incentive Travel.”
Paul has written numerous articles,
delivered speeches, been an advisory
council member for IncentiveWorks and
taught at Ryerson University.
Currently semi-retired, Paul is writing
a self-help book detailing his business
lessons from the agency world.
His next innovation will be selfdirected, as he plans to transform himself
into a motivational speaker, to give back
to the business community that has
made him who he is today.

industry innovator
What is your prediction for
the meetings industry?

All indicators seem to say that the meetings industry is going to thrive in 2011 and
beyond. Innovation plays a large role in the growth, but not necessarily at the expense
of traditional meetings and incentives. At the core of our business is the innate need
for humans to interact with each other. Historically, that has been in person, as a group,
in a nice environment that has been corporately funded. Although the iPad and Playbook are fantastic innovations, I’m confident that humans will still want to enjoy a
good read of a pulp-and-paper daily or a vintage tome at the cottage. Similarly, as
e-learning and virtual meetings have proven to be highly effective and efficient means
of sharing knowledge and even inspiration, there will always be a need for the isolated
salesperson from Chicoutimi, Que., to physically feel the power of her peers at a live
national sales meeting, or to be recognized on-stage during her well-earned incentive
trip. Thankfully, our industry has not rested on its laurels, and has embraced innovation. I predict our industry will thrive by continuing to expand its parameters to include
more essential elements of loyalty, learning, mobile and social media. To that effect,
more companies will leverage the business intelligence gained from consumer loyalty
programmes to design e-learning platforms that better equip employees to do their
jobs. They’ll take advantage of existing mobile applications and social media networks
to inexpensively dialogue educational and inspirational information. Any savings will
be reinvested into a traditional incentive programme that continues to motivate and
recognize high-performing employees.
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Renos &
New Builds

Fresh choices for meeting planners.
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Make Your Next
Meeting a Success
Book space at the Professional Development Institute located on the
11th floor of 25 York Street, downtown Toronto

• Connected to Toronto’s
Union Station & underground
PATH System
• Over 12,500 square feet
of meeting space
• 38 seat state-of-the-art
amphitheatre
• 3 large training rooms &
breakout rooms
• Teleconferencing &
AV technology
• Wireless access &
interactive whiteboards
• Catering services
& dedicated event staff

Learn more or book a tour:
Visit www.pdi-cma.com/PDICareerCentre
Contact us at: bookspace@pdi-cma.com

TM

PDI is a division of Certified Management Accountants of Ontario
© 2011 Certified Management Accountants of Ontario. All rights reserved.
®/™ Registered Trade-Marks/Trade-Marks are owned by The Society of Management Accountants of Canada. Used under license.

RENOS + NEW BUILDS

Professional
Development
Institute

Modern
Meetings
The newly unveiled Professional
Development Institute is a state-ofthe-art venue in downtown Toronto.
ith the unveiling of its new
Professional Development
Institute (PDI), Certified Management Accountants of Ontario has
opened its doors to meeting planners seeking an exciting new state-of-the-art venue
in the heart of downtown Toronto.
Located on the 11th floor of the new
TELUS building at 25 York Street, the Professional Development Institute’s sleek
design features an ultra-modern decor and
open-design concept conducive to an
abundance of natural lighting. The PDI
offers a total of 12,500 sq. ft. of high-tech
meeting space, with 11-ft. floor-to-ceiling
windows providing panoramic views of the
Toronto waterfront and city skyline.
Meeting planners and event coordinators
can choose from the PDI’s four separate
multi-functional rooms, including the divisible 2,014-sq.-ft. Harbourfront room and its
breathtaking views of Lake Ontario. The
complete Harbourfront space can accommodate up to 126 people for theatre-style
meetings or up to 150 for receptions. The
smaller Royal York Room features an additional 990 sq. ft. of function space, facing
north towards the Toronto skyline. The
Royal York Room is ideal for theatre-style
meetings for up to 55 delegates or up to 85
for elegant receptions. Founder Hall is a
38-seat, tiered amphitheatre, featuring
fully-integrated live online video and audioconferencing capabilities. The front row
also features two state-of-the-art confidence monitors, providing speakers with
visual support for presentations through
podium data-stick access. Other spaces
include a junior boardroom for up to 14
delegates, as well as four small meeting
rooms, each accommodating six.
All meeting spaces feature state-of-theart, integrated technologies, including builtin projectors and SMART Board systems.

The building itself features integrated WiFi
technology and cellular phone amplifiers,
using an advanced building technology
platform for the distribution of voice, data
and power cabling. The 25 York Street
building has earned LEED (Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design) Gold
certification, achieved through its use of
environmentally-friendly materials, amenities and controls. At the forefront of smart
building design, its features include pressurized floors that provide individual temperature control and greater access to fresh
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air, as well as constant air-quality monitoring systems and occupancy sensors for
automatic lighting.
The 30-storey TELUS building puts meeting delegates in the heart of the vibrant
downtown core and is directly connected to
Union Station and the Air Canada Centre.
The lobby level provides a direct link to
downtown Toronto’s expansive indoor
PATH system, connecting delegates to an
abundance of restaurants, entertainment
options, hotels and the Metro Toronto Convention Centre.
CMA Ontario represents 24,000 strategic-management accounting professionals
and provides services and professional
development opportunities. Meetings at the
PDI include the services of an on-site concierge team. On the f&b side, the PDI team
works in partnership with the professionals
at 10tation Event Catering for cocktail
receptions, gala dinners, training sessions
or business meetings.

•

Please visit www.pdicma.com for further
information or call 1-800-387-2991, ext.
186. You may also reach Lee Ann Sam Loo,
Manager, PDI Meeting Facility, at (416)
342-5592 or via e-mail—contact her at
lasamloo@cmaontario.org
MeetingsCanada.com
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RENOS + NEW BUILDS

One King West
Hotel &
Residences

Contemporary Classic
In a new renovation project, One King West celebrates its history with
modern sophistication and timeless elegance. The luxury downtown
Toronto hotel, housed in an architecturally-inspiring heritage building, will
see a new lobby, restaurant, business centre, revamped meeting spaces
and environmentally responsible upgrades, to the tune of $2.4 million.

Toronto’s newest 130 year-old secret

Treat your guests to one of the most gorgeous, historically signiﬁcant venue spaces in the city.

1 King Street West Toronto, Ontario M5H 1A1 416.548.8200 events@onekingwest.com www.onekingwest.com
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ne King West, a classic hotel with a
famous address in downtown
Toronto, is undergoing a $2.4-million renovation, slated for April completion.
The property – an Ontario Heritage
building because it served as the headquarters of The Dominion Bank in the 1800s –
opened as a hotel and condo in 2005.
Since then, the hotel’s style has reflected
classic Old World, paying tribute to the
building’s past with strikingly ornate architectural features and modern amenities.
One King West has focused recent renovation efforts on creating a superior experience and product for its guests through a
combination of restored historic elements,
contemporary but classic decor, revamped
meeting spaces and environmentally
responsible upgrades.
“The aim is to celebrate the history of a
space by tying in modern finishes and textures with the classic design elements
within the hotel,” says Matt Black, sales and
marketing director of One King West.
Among the spaces that will see the
grandest improvements are the lobby,
meeting spaces, business centre and the
hotel’s signature restaurant, Bistro on King.
Squarefoot Design is the firm charged
with One King West’s renovation. The lobby
will see sleeker, lower-profile couches and
the front desk will feature contemporary
wall coverings and recessed workstations
to allow hotel employees to connect with
guests. The business centre will offer individual kiosks with privacy shields for those
who prefer a traditional set-up, but plugs
have been installed to make restaurant and
lounge space laptop-friendly.
The new lobby will feature a Wall of
Fame, with plaques commemorating the
many movies filmed on-site. Revolving and
sliding doors will improve energy efficiency
and guest experience upon arrival. Large
windows facing King Street will house seasonal displays to engage pedestrian traffic
and connect the space.
Additionally, the hotel’s 11,000 sq. ft. of
meeting space will be reconfigured with
flexible meetings in mind. The Grand Banking Hall, which is the most popular function
area, will be partitioned with the adjacent
Manager’s Boardroom, enhancing the flow
and capacity of the banking hall.
The hotel’s most unique space, a fully
functioning bank vault, will get a mini-
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face-lift, including the restoration of original marble flooring and the removal of
banquettes, providing greater flexibility
and a more versatile space. Other
improvements include increased power
capability for AV needs; the restoration of
a historical clock in the Grand Banking
Hall; and the resurfacing of wood floors
and renovated restrooms.
“Recognizing that planners, organizers,
residents and patrons to One King West
Hotel and Residence have long welcomed
their guests to our luxurious spaces – from
product launches to corporate events, weddings to galas – we felt that these reinvigorated spaces would simply enhance our
offering to a wider selection of discerning
guests,” says Black.
The hotel’s signature restaurant, Bistro
On King, will be remodeled to provide
greater flow between the restaurant and
bar spaces. With a focus on the morning
meal, a new breakfast buffet will be built
into the space and the new breakfast area
will feature juice and omelet stations and a
variety of vegan, vegetarian and organic
options. The seated capacity will increase
to 39 from 26. As an added bonus, once the
buffet closes, the space can be used for
private dining or meetings.

Simultaneously, the property has been
taking steps to create a more sustainable
and environmentally conscious space.
Nearly $1.2-million was dedicated to One
King West’s “Energy Project,” which aims to
improve energy efficiency within the building. Beyond installing revolving and sliding
doors, the hotel has switched the building’s
heating and cooling system from steam to
gas and installed new storm windows in all
the historic areas, for more efficient energy
consumption. In addition, induction-efficient lighting will replace all incandescent
lighting in the hotel.
One King West puts guest experience at
the forefront. Recent service enhancements
include new software that will enable hotel
staff to act upon guests’ requests more
promptly. Moreover, the hotel has also
launched a new frequent-guest programme, called clubONE, which rewards
those who stay with the hotel more than 10
times per year. Finally, One King West’s
more than 300 hotel suites will be
upgraded in late 2011/early 2012.
One King West’s personalized services
and premium amenities offer true convenience in an unbeatable location within
walking distance to iconic Toronto landmarks, theatre and fine dining.
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RENOS + NEW BUILDS

Hyatt Regency
Montreal

New Year, New Look
Hyatt Regency Montreal’s $5-million face-lift injects the
lobby and lounge with modern sophistication

the art of conferencing
and meeting
In May 2011, you will see a completely new
Hyatt Regency Montreal – “Montreal’s hotel of the
Arts”, taking advantage of the hotel’s privileged location
in the heart of Montreal’s entertainment and cultural
district. Hyatt Regency Montreal’s new “artistic” side
will only add to the picture it paints as one of the city’s
ﬁnest conference and meeting hotels.
The hotel boasts 34,000 square feet of conference
and meeting space, including a 7,644 square foot
Grand Ballroom, 22 individual meeting rooms, and
offers the latest in digital, audio and visual technology.
Not to mention 605 luxurious guest rooms. All this
to say that the Hyatt Regency Montreal’s new look
and focus will offer your attendees a unique experience
in an extraordinary atmosphere – truly an art in itself.
For more information or to make reservations,
please call us at 514 982-1234 or email us at
salesmtlrm@hyatt.com.

you’re more than welcome
514 982 1234
montreal.hyatt.com

his year, Hyatt Regency Montreal debuts a new look that
mixes elegant architectural elements with playful whimsy.
The hotel’s $5-million renovation of the central reception
area, main lobby and lounge is an interior overhaul. The project
designer Therese Virserius, principal of the boutique New York firm
Therese Virserius Design, opted for an artistic, sculptural space.
Wide, curved stairs and a boomerang-shaped ramp lead up to
two modern check-in pods, which replace the traditional bankerstyle registration desk.
Design elements include custom-made wallpaper, laser-cut flowers that cascade up the walls and ceiling, a back-lit driftwood map,
16 columns wrapped in hand-made Italian leather and an all-white
library with rich violet fabrics.
An elevated wine room that overlooks the lounge will feature an
Enomatic system, allowing guests to try 24 different high-end wines
by the glass, and provide a flexible, open space for up to 30 people.
The lounge, which will re-open in mid-May, seats 120 people and
features a 20-ft. by 5-ft. media wall, which can be used to project
corporate logos. Over the bar, 6-ft. sculptural clouds encase LED
lights that radiate saturated reds, soft yellows and deep purples
throughout the day.
The redesign of the lobby and lounge fall in line with the 2009
renovation of the hotel’s Grand Ballroom, also designed by Virserius.
The 7,644-sq.-ft. Grand Ballroom features curvaceous chandeliers,
swirling wall art, 54,000 LED lights and interactive art that intuitively
follow guests’ movements.
Beyond the Grand Ballroom, Hyatt Regency Montreal offers
34,000 sq. ft. of meeting space over 22 rooms. The hotel features
605 newly renovated guestrooms, a 24-hour full-service gym and
relaxing day spa. Hyatt Regency Montreal is conveniently located
near Place des Arts, Ste. Catherine Street and Old Montreal, and is
directly connected to the Montreal Convention Centre and Metro
subway transportation.

•
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written by DON DOULOFF

T

his year marks our 15th annual benchmarking Market Report study for the Canadian
meetings and incentive travel industry, the
most comprehensive annual survey ‘taking
the pulse’ of this country’s planners. This year’s
results aggregate the data from the corporate, third
party and not-for-profit/association categories.
And throughout, we’ve flagged nine noteworthy
industry trends (numbered for easy reference).
The good news is that a large percentage of
respondents expect the number of meetings and
events they plan in Canada this year to increase, with
a smaller percentage also expecting increased meetings activity internationally and in the U.S.
Indeed, almost one-third of planners surveyed (28
per cent) expect to plan more Canadian events in
2011. Only 6 per cent predict they will plan fewer
events north of the 49th Parallel in 2011, while 60 per
cent indicate that the number of Canadian meetings
they expect to plan this year will stay the same.
For U.S. meetings, 11 per cent forecast an increase;
10 per cent, a decrease; 37 per cent expect no change.
Internationally, the numbers echo the U.S. figures,
with 9 per cent of those surveyed expecting to plan
more, 7 per cent expecting to plan fewer and 36 per
cent expecting the number to remain flat.
Not surprisingly, planners are sticking close to
home, with 91 per cent expecting to hold their 2011
meetings in Canada, 24 per cent targeting the U.S.
and 17 per cent venturing outside North America.

In addition, respondents are forecasting a total,
average, per-planner spend of $886,000 in the coming year, a 6-per-cent increase over their reported
actual 2010 annual spend of $837,000.
Associations and government continue to lead the
growth in spend. According to our survey, association/not-for-profit planners predict a 16-per-cent
increase in average total spend in 2011 (vs. their actual
2010 spend), with third-party planners predicting
7-per-cent growth in spend over their 2010 actuals.
Another trend: Planners are using technology for
their attendee marketing. In 2010, 36 per cent used
social media, up from 24 per cent in 2009. And the
numbers demonstate that it’s the more-experienced
planners who are using these tools.
To wit: Last year, among planners with 21-plus years
of experience, 42 per cent employed social media,
while 41 per cent of respondents with 16-to-20-yearsexperience use it. As for other forms of attendee marketing, 83 per cent of respondents use e-mail, 75 per
cent use websites/microsites and 12 per cent use
blogs/online forums. Technology is here to stay!
Planners continue to embrace green meetings, as
45 per cent of those surveyed said they’d either
planned (or tried to plan) a green meeting or event,
or bought carbon offsets for a meeting/conference.
Among that group, 61 per cent reported that green
conferences/events cost more than ‘regular’ ones.
Translation: eco-friendly isn’t wallet-friendly —
and who’s willing to pay the tab?

MeetingsCanada.com
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attendeemarketing
A shift in marketing methods.

Social Media is the leading
way to market to attendees

50%

SOCIAL
MEDIA

10%
WEBSITES &
MICROSITES

Percentage Decrease

~ 2009 vs. 2010 ~

Percentage Increase

-5%

E-MAIL

-25%

BLOGS &
ONLINE
FORUMS

meetingtype
The changing face of meetings.

More planners are
using technology
to their advantage.

60%

VIRTUAL SERVICES
& TRADESHOWS

17%

WEBCASTS

Percentage Decrease

-5%
FACE-TO-FACE
EXTERNAL MEETINGS
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~ 2010 vs. 2011F ~

Percentage Increase

-4%

FACE-TO-FACE
INTERNAL MEETINGS

Source: Meetings & Incentive Travel 2011 Market Report

numberofmeetings
We asked planners if the number of meetings they expect
to plan in 2011 will increase or stay the same.

36%

INTERNATIONAL

9%

STAY THE
SAME
EXPECT TO
INCREASE

37%

UNITED STATES

11%

ABOUT
THE SURVEY
RESPONDENTS

321

planners completed
this survey

82

%

60%

28%

CANADA

Expect to plan more
Canadian meetings!

Their
average
age was

were
female
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homesweethome
Of the 91% of planners expecting to hold their 2011 meetings
in Canada, their preferred provincial destinations are:

They averaged

11.6

years of experience

78%

39%
Quebec

Ontario

39% 36% 25%

corporate nfp+assoc. 3rd party

27%

38%

Alberta

British
Columbia

Source: Meetings & Incentive Travel 2011 Market Report

planners completed
this survey in

december
MeetingsCanada.com
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meetingspend
$993k

Say “so long” to
shrinking budgets!
$886k
$869k
$837k

2008

2009

averageattendees
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2010

2011 Forecast

averagerooms

That’s the
equivalent
of one hotel
room being
booked for
over 2 years
straight!




























Hotel Rooms Booked:
2010 Average

772

Source: Meetings & Incentive Travel 2011 Market Report

GREEN
MEETINGS
rewardtools
Which of the following were used to reward
and recognize employees?

Of the
planners surveyed...

ORG. MERCHANDISE

61

YEAR

28%

%

2008

35%

2009

agree green meetings
cost more

2010

27%

45

%

GIFT CERTIFICATES

33%

planned
or tried
to plan

Green in
2009 vs. 2010

36

%

43

%

30%

CASH

18%

no longer believe green
meetings are standard

17%

recorded
carbon
footprint

10%

Cash is back!

YEAR-END CASH BONUS

55

%

16%

-32%
Bought
green
power

-19%

+44

%

34%

Source: Meetings & Incentive Travel 2011 Market Report

had a 3rd party verify
their green meeting
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returnoninvestment

1

How do you measure the success of an event?

in

74%

74%

58%

25%

Attendance
Numbers

Attendee
Survey

Revenue/
Budget

Impact on
Sales

planners
do not
measure
R.O.I.

New Look.

New Options.
5 or 500 — we welcome groups of any size

www.navcentre.ca
Cornwall, Ontario | One hour from Ottawa
1-877-832-6416
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INCENTIVE
TRAVEL TRENDS

incentivetravel

2009 vs. 2011 Forecast

Where do you plan to take your incentive travel in 2011?

+$184,500

MEXICO
CANADA

24%

27%

51%

USA

CARIBBEAN

35%

46%

+4

trips
per
org.

5%

14%
EUROPE

21%

ASIA

SOUTH AMERICA

5%

CRUISE

4%

SOUTH AFRICA

AUSTRALIA

Total spend
per organization

Sun
destinations
still reign
supreme!

To comment on the 2011
Market Report snap here (see
page 9 for instructions) or visit
meetingscanada.com and search
for “2011 Market Report”

Average Spend
Per Person
= same amount

+13

more people get
to attend incentive
travel trips

What does
this mean?
It means companies are
back to their pre-recession
ways of spending on incentive travel. AIG effect
be damned! Companies are
now taking more people
(and spending more to do
so!) and the quality of trip
is equivalent of that before
the recession!

MeetingsCanada.com
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Market Report > Favourite Canadian Hotel

Readers’
Choice
We asked planners to name the hotel and venue
that impressed them the most.
In M&IT’s annual Market Report survey, planners provide details
about the past year and predictions for the future. But what
about their preferences? We asked planners a simple, open-ended
question: In the past 12 months, which Canadian hotel and venue
have exceeded your expectations and best catered to your group’s
needs? Readers responded and we heard them, loud and clear.
Here are the results, in no particular order.

TORONTO MARRIOTT
DOWNTOWN EATON CENTRE
TORONTO, ON

THE FAIRMONT BANFF SPRINGS

THE westin OTTAWA

THE westin harbour castle
TORONTO, ON
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THE SHERATON CENTRE TORONTO HOTEL

FAIRMONT PACIFIC RIM
VANCOUVER, BC

HILTON LAC-LEAMY
GATINEAU, QC

PARK HYATT TORONTO

FAIRMONT CHATEAU LAURIER
OTTAWA, ON

THE FAIRMONT ROYAL YORK
TORONTO, ON

30822.indd 1
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09/02/11 9:36 PM

TORONTO’S CHOICE FOR MEETINGS SINCE 1929

Thank you M&IT ReadeRs foR selecTIng
The faIRMonT Royal yoRk as one of youR
favouRITe canadIan hoTels.
The award-winning fairmont Royal york is the hotel of choice to hold business
meetings, multimedia conferences, product launches, company incentives, or
conventions in Toronto. With an extensive range of meeting and function
rooms, elegant boardrooms and state-of-the-art executive meeting facilities,
The fairmont Royal york is as ﬂexible and accommodating as it is prestigious.

for more information about meetings and conventions at The fairmont Royal york,
please visit us at www.fairmontmeetings.com or call 1 800 441 1414.

Market Report > Favourite Canadian Venue
THE PALAIS DES CONGRES DE MONTREAL

METRO TORONTO CONVENTION CENTRE

CANADIAN MUSEUM OF CIVILIZATION
GATINEAU, QC

LONDON CONVENTION CENTRE

THE TORONTO CONGRESS CENTRE

VANCOUVER CONVENTION CENTRE

MeetingsCanada.com
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KEYNOTE N
TIO
PRESENTA

AUGUST 23 + 24, 2011

METRO TORONTO CONVENTION CENTRE
TORONTO, ON

FL!P: CREATIVE STRATEGIES
FOR TURNING CHALLENGE
INTO OPPORTUNITY

Peter Sheahan

23 24
AUGUST 24, 2011

Change can be a good thing. Learn to embrace it. Break
free from patterns of thinking that made you successful
in the past, but could undermine your success in the future. Re-think what makes you competitive and improve
your margins by driving non-sexy innovation and finding new and better ways to do what you do. Turn chaos
into opportunity by leading the market in response to
customer expectations and new technology. Be inspired
to take the intelligent risks required to innovate and
drive change!
ABOUT PETER
Peter Sheahan has spent a decade teaching businesses how to
flip their thinking and find opportunity where others cannot. He
believes that the real money gets made in the cracks, and that the
opportunity for mind-blowing success is all around us. Sheahan has
been honoured as Young Entrepreneur of the Year in Australia, and
was awarded the National Speakers Association Keynote Speaker
of the Year in 2006. He is the author of numerous books including,
Fl!p and Generation Y: Thriving and Surviving With Generation Y
at Work. Sheahan’s success is driven by his ability to identify areas
of untapped potential within organizations, develop the unique
thought processes needed to profit from them, and then catalyze
the key individuals to take the risks required to make it a reality.

Snap here to watch a
video of Peter (see page
9 for instructions).

ALL-ACCESS EDUCATION PASS ONLY $69
Produced by

REGISTRATION OPENS APRIL 1, 2011

Arizona
The majestic beauty of Red Rock Country awaits.
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ARIZONA

Talking Stick
Resort

The Talk of the Town
Warm comforts, luxury amenities and first-rate meeting space
collide in Scottsdale at Talking Stick Resort.

mong the mountains of the Arizona desert, you’ll find Talking
Stick Resort. The newly built,
15-storey luxury property is owned and
operated by the Salt River Pima-Maricopa
Indian Community (SRP-MIC), a sovereign
tribe situated just east of Scottsdale.
The beauty of the desert landscape runs

throughout the interior of Talking Stick
Resort’s 497 luxurious guestrooms and
suites, state-of-the-art spa and multiple
fine-dining and casual restaurants and bars.
Home to more than 100,000 sq. ft. of
indoor-outdoor function space, spread
across 11 rooms, Talking Stick Resort features a 25,000-sq.-ft. ballroom and more
than 11,000 sq. ft. of pre-function space.
Groups who love to golf will delight in 36
championship-calibre holes at the adjacent
(and top-rated) Talking Stick Golf Club’s
North and South courses.
Relax at The Spa at Talking Stick, a
13,000-sq.-ft. open-air facility, with floorto-ceiling windows, many of which can be
opened during treatments. Inspired by the
SRP-MIC, several of the ingredients used in

treatments and services are harvested from
the community gardens.
Talking Stick Resort’s signature restaurant, Orange Sky, provides guests with panoramic views of the Camelback and
McDowell Mountains and offers an exceptional fine-dining experience.
The resort also features a 240,000-sq.-ft.
casino, where guests can try their luck at
slots, blackjack or poker or they can explore
the resort’s cultural centre. Talking Stick
Resort’s art collection showcases historic
and contemporary pieces by Native American artists.
A 20-minute drive from Phoenix’s Sky
Harbor International Airport and just 10
minutes from Old Town Scottsdale, Talking
Stick Resort is a first-rate escape.

•

APPROACH YOUR MEETING
FROM A TSR PERSPECTIVE.
With 100,000+ square feet of meeting space, state-of-the-art A/V capabilities and the ﬂexibility to accommodate
groups from 12 to 2000, Talking Stick Resort is all business. But with ﬁve outstanding dining venues and a host of
entertainment options—including a thrilling casino, world-class spa, and two championship golf courses—we’re a
lot of fun, as well.
Proudly owned and operated by the Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian Community.

Scottsdale

|

866.877.9897

|

t a l k i n g s t i c k r e s o r t. c o m

ARIZONA

Westin Kierland
Resort & Spa

A Modern Desert Oasis
Fresh off a $20-million dollar renovation, The Westin Kierland Resort &
Spa is poised to host your next group or event.
he Westin Kierland Resort & Spa
combines modern luxuries and
meeting space with the breathtaking beauty of the Grand Canyon State.
The AAA Four Diamond Resort features
a full-service spa, championship golf
course, award-winning dining, upscale
shopping, and is situated on 250 acres
between Scottsdale and Phoenix.
Designed to celebrate Red Rock Country,
the walls of the resort are bathed in Arizona’s rich history. With the help of historian
Marshall Trimble, Arizona’s legacy is found
in the resort’s descriptive plaques, historic
photographs and purposefully named function rooms.
Westin Kierland Resort & Spa has 732
newly renovated guestrooms, 37 meeting

rooms and a range of unique outdoor
spaces. A recent renovation added 15,500
sq. ft. of meeting space, bringing the grand
total just shy of 200,000 sq. ft. of indoor
and outdoor meeting space. The enhancements include the new 11,000-sq.-ft. Trailblazer ballroom and a new outdoor terrace,
called Northern Sky, which overlooks the
Kierland Golf course.
The resort’s meeting spaces are state-ofthe-art, and in-house audiovisual and event
specialists are on-hand to ensure flawless
execution of your event. Because the Westin Kierland knows business never stops
while you’re away from the office, there’s a
FedEx Office business centre on-site.
The banquet team will design menus for
any theme or budget, while the resort’s

signature restaurant, Deseo, serves up a
Latin-influenced menu developed by James
Beard Award-winning chef Douglas Rodriguez, widely regarded as the creator of
Nuevo Latino cuisine.
Meet poolside, get cozy around a fire pit,
have dinner in the desert or imbibe at the
Scottish gastro pub — whatever your preference, Westin Kierland Resort & Spa offers
many top-notch options.

•

SOMETIMES YOU JUST NEED
MORE SPACE.
Announcing the newly expanded Westin Kierland.
With the new Trailblazer Ballroom, the Northern Sky
outdoor terrace and nearly 200,000 sq. ft. of function
space, you now have all the room you need to make
the most of your next meeting.

Learn more at
KierlandEnhancements.com
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ARIZONA

Destination
Fort McDowell

Experience Arizona Meetings
A true meeting destination, Fort McDowell provides planners with ample
meeting space, a top-tier full-service resort, adventurous team-building
activities and championship golf, nestled on almost 40 sq. miles.
scape the city and experience all
that Fort McDowell has to offer. An
expansive 24,000 acres of majestic
Sonoran Desert and picturesque mountains
owned by the Yavapai Nation, this unique
destination provides groups with a peaceful
getaway only 20 minutes from Scottsdale.
Designed to provide groups with a real
frontier experience while simultaneously
offering luxury amenities and superior service, Fort McDowell combines the best of
both worlds.

and superior service, meetings have never
been easier.
At the end of the day, relax with a Fort
Relaxation facial at Amethyst Spa & Boutique; dine on Arizona cuisine at the Ahnala
Mesquite Room; take a dip in the outdoor
heated pool; or try your luck at live keno at
the Fort McDowell Casino.
Conveniently located just 25 minutes
from the Phoenix Sky Harbor International
Airport, the Radisson Fort McDowell is a
first-rate meeting destination.

Meet, Arizona-style
The full-service Radisson Fort McDowell
provides planners with an authentic Southwestern experience, from the hotel decor
down to traditional Arizona cuisine.
Situated on an expansive track of rolling
desert, the AAA Four Diamond resort features 246 rooms, championship golf, casino
gaming, full spa and 24-hour fitness centre.
Meetings make sense at The Radisson
Fort McDowell. Inside, there’s 25,000 sq. ft.
of state-of-the-art meeting space to choose
from. The largest function space, an elegant
18,000-sq.-ft. Grand Ballroom, is suitable
for up to 2,000 guests and may be divided
into nine sections, providing flexibility for
meals and breakouts. Outside, the resort
features another 30,000 sq. ft. of meeting
space. Combined with professional staff

Looking for Adventure
For team-building experiences, look no
further than Fort McDowell Adventures.
Guided day adventures, horseback riding,
Native-American storytellers and BBQ buffets are just a few of the many options
available for groups of 10 or more.
Activities can be tailored to the needs of
the group. Popular team-building exercises
include city-slicker cattle drives for as many
as 400 people and cowboy cookouts.
Fort McDowell Adventures has three
event venues at its disposal. The largest
space, called La Puesta del Sol, can accommodate up to 1,500 and features a Spanish
mission-style entrance, indoor seating for
up to 500 guests, Dirty Doc’s Saloon, stage,
dance floor, photo parlor and game area.
For a Southwestern-themed atmosphere
or dining under the stars, Rosa’s Ranch can
accommodate up to 400. The venue hosts
The Yavapai Experience, a cultural heritage
tour, and Friday Night Franks, a weekly
Southwestern wiener roast.
The Boulder House is a high-end venue
in North Scottsdale, ideal for intimate dinner parties and cocktail receptions for up to
60 people. Built by Charles Johnson in
1980, the home, constructed from boulders
and featuring Petroglyphs, is listed on the
National Registry of Historical Places.
Tee Time
Golf lovers will enjoy We-Ko-Pa Golf Club, a
first-class Scottsdale golf resort. Featuring
the original 18-hole Cholla course, a second
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18-hole Saguaro course, practice facility
and full-service clubhouse, the We-Ko-Pa
Golf Club has something for everyone.
A true desert golf experience, the Cholla
course was built on land owned by the Fort
McDowell Yavapai Nation, which protects
the unspoiled desert from residential or
commercial development.
Designed by Scott Miller, the Cholla
Course was won numerous awards, including the highest rating among all Arizona
courses in the Zagat Survey since 2006.
The newest golf course, Saguaro, opened
in 2006, to much acclaim. GOLF magazine
named it one of the “Top 10 Best New
Courses You Can Play” in 2007. We-Ko-Pa
Golf Club also features a 10,000-sq.-ft. desert-themed Clubhouse.

•
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Edmonton Expo Centre

Edmonton

Dubbed ‘Festival City,’ Edmonton is tremendously diverse, offering
urban pleasures of all sorts — top-flight cultural institutions, fine
dining, entertainment and shopping, balanced with North America’s
longest expanse of urban parkland. written by DON DOULOFF

Muttart Conservatory and the Edmonton skyline

Old Strathcona

fast facts
Recommended Website: edmonton.com
Average Hotel Room Rate: $150–$200
Getting There: 17 airlines serve Edmonton International
Airport, with connections across Canada and Northern
Alberta. flyeia.com
Convention Facilities: Edmonton Expo Centre houses
522,000 sq. ft. of contiguous meeting and show space.
Amenities include four new exhibit halls; a 16,000-sq.-ft.
ballroom; and 34 meeting rooms, ranging from 450 sq. ft.
to 77,000 sq. ft. edmontonexpocentre.com
Located downtown, Shaw Conference Centre offers
200,000 sq. ft. of conference and exhibit space, including
the column-free, 82,000-sq.-ft. Assembly Level.
Additionally, Hall D, with 26,900 sq. ft., accommodates
1,200 for sit-down meals and 2,000, theatre-style.
shawconferencecentre.com

attractions + distractions

Offering 238 guestrooms and 14,153 sq. ft. of meeting
space, Edmonton Marriott at River Cree Resort features
a casino, two NHL-sized ice rinks and a nightclub.
marriott.com
Renovated in 2010 to include new themed guestrooms
and a new restaurant, L2 Grill, Fantasyland Hotel, in
West Edmonton Mall, features 355 rooms and 25,000
sq. ft. of meeting space. fantasylandhotel.com
Delta Edmonton South Hotel underwent a 2010 refurbishment that brought a new lounge/restaurant and
renovated lobby/pool/fitness centre. On-site: 237 rooms,
27,000 sq. ft. of meeting space and a top-floor banquet
room with panoramic views of the city.
deltaedmonton.com

The 85,000-sq.-ft. Art Gallery of Alberta develops and
presents original exhibitions of contemporary and
historical art from Alberta, Canada and around the
world. Available for corporate functions. youraga.ca
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Old Strathcona neighbourhood is home to eight
theatres and over 100 eateries and pubs presenting
jazz, blues, country, folk, alternative rock and dance.
Boutiques, too, carrying everything from art and
antiques to fashions, fair trade and organic food and
drink, and music supplies. oldstrathcona.ca
Stretching over 18,000 acres, the North Saskatchewan River Valley offers golf courses, 22 major parks
and almost 100 miles of maintained, multi-use trails
for walking, cross-country skiing and cycling.

PHOTOS Edmonton Tourism, Robert Lemermeyer
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pillow talk

programme ideas

Veronica Lahti an
d Sara

Sowieta

Itinerary for the 280-delegate 2010 Canadian Association of
Chiefs of Police (CACP) Annual Conference, hosted by Edmonton Police Service and RCMP “K” Division and managed by
CACP coordinators Veronica Lahti, CACP project coordinator,
and Sara Sowieta, CACP project assistant.
SUNDAY
7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Check into Westin Hotel.
6:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. Golf, River Ridge Golf Resort.
3:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Reception: new members/VIPs/sponsors; Westin
5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. Opening ceremonies, Westin ballroom
7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. President’s reception, Westin ballroom foyer

MONDAY
6:45 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. Breakfast, Westin
8:30 a.m. to 10:15 a.m. Plenary session, Shaw Convention Centre (SSC)
10:15 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. Nutrition break
11:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. Plenary Session, SSC
12:00 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. Lunch, SSC
1:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. Plenary Session, SSC
2:30 p.m. to 3:15 p.m. Nutrition Break
3:15 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. Plenary Session, SSC
6:00 p.m. to 6:45 p.m. RCMP Musical Ride, Whitemud
Equine Learning Centre
7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. ‘Voyage from the Past’ BBQ, Fort Edmonton

TUESDAY
6:45 a.m. to 8:00 a.m. Breakfast, Westin Hotel
8:30 a.m. to 10:15 a.m. Plenary Session, SSC
10:15 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. Nutrition Break, SSC
Art Gallery of Alberta

à la carte
L2 Grill, opened in 2010 in West Edmonton Mall’s
Fantasyland Hotel, serves up the likes of kobe
beef, lobster, king crab and rack of lamb, prepared with creative flair. fantasylandhotel.com
Also launched in 2010, Zinc, in the Art Gallery
of Alberta, offers all menu items ‘by the plate’ and,
intriguingly, ‘by the bite,’ offering serious grazing
opportunities. Exec chef Dave Omar favours local,
artisanal ingredients. zincrestaurant.ca
Madison’s Grill, in the Union Bank Inn, welcomes
with a large fireplace and Ionic columns reaching to
the 14-ft. ceiling. But the real show is on the plate,
thanks to artfully prepared fare, anchored by local
ingredients. unionbankinn.com

11:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. Plenary Session, SSC
12:00 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. Bank of Canada Luncheon, SSC
1:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. Plenary Session, SSC
3:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. Exhibitors Reception, SSC
8:30 p.m. to Midnight Appreciation Night (exhibitors, delegates,
companions, sponsors), The Rose and Crown

WEDNESDAY
7:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. Breakfast, Westin
8:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. Plenary Sessions (with break), Fairmont Hotel
12:00 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. 2011 Windsor Conference Luncheon, Westin
1:30 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. Annual General Meeting, Fairmont
6:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. Reception, Westin
7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. Dinner, Westin Ballroom

THURSDAY
Check out of hotel. Transfer to airport for flights home.
MeetingsCanada.com
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The unique rooftops of Zagreb

Zagreb
fast facts

Recommended Websites: croatia.hr;
Zagreb-touristinfo.hr/?1=e
Average Hotel Room Rate: Three-, four- and five-star
hotels — $61 to $245.
Getting There: Air Canada offers flights to Zagreb via
European gateways. aircanada.com
Convention Facilities: Concert and Congress Hall Vatroslav
Lisinski features one large (25,402 sq. ft.) and one small
(3,875 sq. ft.) hall; four meeting rooms; and a foyer.
Simultaneous translation, too. lisinski.hr.
Zagreb Fair Congress Center’s smaller building offers
spaces of 377 sq. ft. to 2,164 sq. ft. The larger building offers a single, divisible hall of 15,495 sq. ft. and two spaces
of 4,133 sq. ft. and 1,808 sq. ft.. zv.hr.
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Offering 158 guestrooms, including eight suites and
a presidential suite, Hotel Antunovic Zagreb houses
26,900 sq. ft. of high-tech meeting space spread out
on two floors, among 20 conference rooms.
hotelantunovic.com
Arcotel Allegra Zagreb’s 151 guestrooms are augmented by four business suites and three flexibly
configurable meeting spaces. arcotelhotels.com
The 209-guestroom Regent Esplanade Zagreb
houses nine flexible meeting rooms. Spaces include a
ballroom (accommodating 250 for banquets) and the
Istanbul suite (divisible into three and accommodating 170 for meetings). regentzagreb.com

attractions + distractions

The Croatian Institute of History covers medieval,
early modern, 19th century and contemporary time
periods. For events, the neo-baroque Golden Hall
hosts 65, theatre-style and 100 for receptions. isp.hr
Comprising almost 54,000 sq. ft. of exhibition
space, the Museum of Contemporary Art holds about
4,000 pieces in its collection, including works by local and foreign artists. msu.hr
Thirty minutes from Zagreb’s city centre, Medvednica Nature Park offers landscaped educational
trails, mountain houses, historical monuments
and recreational areas in which to enjoy nature. In
winter, Medvednica peaks offer excellent ski runs.
pp-medvednica.hr

PHOTOS Croatian National Tourist Office/ Nino Marccuti, Sergio Gobbo, Zagreb Tourism Board, Okrugljak

Boasting over 800 years of history, Croatia’s capital is a focal
point of culture, science, commerce and industry — and blessed
with enough up-to-date amenities to make it a natural choice for
meetings and events. written by DON DOULOFF

Dolac Market in the heart of Zagreb

programme ideas

Margarita Maruskic

Suggested incentive-programme
itinerary, provided by Atlas DMC, based in Zagreb. Pictured,
at right, is Margarita Maruskic, of Atlas.
DAY 1
Croatian National Theatre

Throughout afternoon. Arrival of attendees at Zagreb Airport.
At airport, hosts and hostesses, in national costume, welcome each
guest with a small souvenir: a heart-shaped gingerbread.

Dining on the Okrugljak terrace

Transfer to Regent Zagreb hotel.
Free time.
7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. Dinner at the best national restaurant in the
city, Okrugljak. Seven courses, offering traditional specialties and
Croatian regional wines, accompanied by sommelier’s descriptions.
Live musical entertainment — violin and piano.
9:30 p.m. Return to hotel.

DAY 2
8:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. Breakfast at hotel.
Optional Activities
> 9:30 a.m. Depart for Varazdin, tiny baroque city north of Zagreb.
> 10:15 a.m. Varazdin Castle welcome: Attendees will be welcomed by
characters from the city’s past. Cocktail party in the lobby.
> 10:45 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. Sightseeing tour of Varazdin. Once Upon
a Time surprise itinerary (for instance, scenes from life in the city,
emphasizing the baroque period).
> 1:00 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. Lunch with typical baroque menu in knight’s
hall of restaurant in city centre.
> 2:30 p.m. Return to hotel in Zagreb.
OR
> 10:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Zagreb city bus and walking tour, with
English speaking guide.
Regent Esplanade Zagreb

à la carte

Nestled in an old house in the Kaptol quarter,
Baltazar highlights traditional grills, seafood and
regional meats from the country’s Zagorje and
Slavonia regions. Seasonal delicacies, too.
restoran-baltazar.hr
Horseradish-inflected cream soup; roasted veal
knuckle; forest-style venison with bread dumplings;
just another night of intriguing dining at Okrugljak.
okrugljak.hr
Mediterranean dishes, augmented by traditional
Croatian specialties, are on the menu at Agava. In
the warm weather, there’s a terrace, for al fresco dining. Wine list is strong in regional Croatian vintages.
restaurant-agava.hr

> 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. Lunch, Samoborska Klet.
> 3:00 pm. to 5:00 p.m. Treasure Hunt. Group is divided into two
teams and each receives treasure map and a list of city attractions
they must locate. Best-performing team receives a souvenir.
5:30 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. Leisure time at hotel.
6:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. Dinner at hotel.
7:30 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. Evening at the Croatian National Theatre.
10:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. Cocktail in lounge bar near theatre.
11:00 p.m. Return to hotel.

DAY 3
Early morning. Breakfast at hotel.
Mid-morning. Time permitting, distress therapy (short distress massages or facial treatments) in spa and wellness centre, followed by a
light, healthy lunch or snack.
Transfer to airport for flights home.
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Conference-Theme Checklist

Kellie Smith

It’s crucial to distill a conference’s main topic into a more concise theme
— one that will shape the structure of your meeting. written by KELLIE SMITH
THE VALUE OF A THEME
A well-thought-out theme aligns content and
provides context for attendees:
> Unifies everyone’s focus and efforts, from event
organizers to speakers;
> Provides big-picture context for what attendees can
expect to get out of the conference;
> Strengthens the objectives of the conference;
> Connects sessions together and supports marketing
and promotion.

WHERE TO BEGIN
❍ Understand Your Objectives: What do you want to
achieve with this conference? Who do you want to
reach? What do you want your attendees to walk
away with?
❍ Brainstorm Ideas: Use your concept as a starting
point and ask yourself which aspects of that concept
interest you the most / you’ve been asked about / you
feel are relevant; write them down and look at which
key themes start to emerge. Then look at what you
can cover the best.
❍ Know Your Capabilities: Are you a reliable source
on the conference topic? Are you qualified to put
together the agenda? Make sure you can speak to the
theme: if your client or organization can’t lend credence to the topic, attendees won’t buy into it.
❍ Do Your Research: Know what’s going on in the
market. Are other events organized on the topics
you’re considering? What will set it apart from the
other conferences? Has your topic been overplayed in
the market? Does your theme have a compelling
message that differs from others on the same topic?
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topics in a unique but compelling way.
❍ Entertainment & Decor: Though not always necessary, consider how you can appropriately leverage the
theme throughout other conference elements: Food
and beverage? Decor? Entertainment? Can you have
some fun with it?

REINFORCE THE MESSAGE
A strong theme will reinforce its message at every
touchpoint and resonate with your target audience.
❍ Be Clear, Concise & Consistent: While each session
doesn’t have to mirror the theme exactly, it should at
least embody the spirit of the messaging. Otherwise,
a session will be disconnected and runs the risk of
leaving your audience disengaged.
❍ Educate Your Speakers: You may have an idea for a
great speaker, but be sure to ask yourself if they are a
good fit with the conference. Reach out to your
speakers to ensure they truly understand the theme.
Don’t be afraid to ask them to incorporate some of
the language of your message into their presentation.
❍ Branding: Leverage the theme in your branding by
developing a logo and branded materials (website,
promotional pieces, ads, etc.) It sets your conference
apart visually and emphasizes targeted thinking.

know your audience
❍ Always have a clear sense of your conference
objectives, but never lose sight of your attendees.
Consider the theme from their perspective and ask
yourself, are you narrowing your audience because
the theme is too niche?

DEVELOPING THE THEME

❍ Will attendees buy into the theme and its intent?

Once you’ve established a theme, it’s time to consider the details.
❍ Support Your Theme: Consider your agenda and see
how your theme can tie-in. Keep your theme succinct
— it will be easier for your audience to remember it.
❍ Consider Outside Elements: Is there anything seasonal or a hot topic you can include? The Olympics?
‘Going green’? Careful, though; if you’re thinking
about this, chances are others are as well and you
want to set your conference apart. Utilize these hot

❍ Are you creating an environment where your
audience and clients can interact and engage?
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❍ Ensure your conference in bringing compelling and
value-added content to your audience.

— Guest columnist Kellie Smith is general manager of
conferences and events for Marketing Magazine. E-mail:
Kellie.Smith@rci.rogers.com. Twitter: @KellieSmith

Only in Scotland can you combine business with pleasure so well.
We all know that as much business is done on the golf course
as it is in the Board Room, and as the undisputed Home of Golf
with over 550 courses, you’ll be spoilt for choice in Scotland.
And it’s not just the championship courses in breathtaking
surroundings that will inspire you. With a range of unique venues,
we have your next event covered from all angles.
And it’s never been easier to get here. So to find out more about
hosting an event in Scotland, log onto conventionscotland.com/us
Or perhaps that should be unconventional Scotland.

Only in Scotland

Look at
business
from another
perspective.

52.1 million acres of farm land

75 million years of history

122,000 sf of convention space

